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Tunnels & Trolls Adventures:
Phone App from MetaArcade brings in new
players world wide
by s. CROMPTON

At GenCon 2017, MetaArcade released the free Tunnels & Trolls Adventures App that can
be played on most iPhones or Android smartphones or tablets. Combining rich interactive
ﬁction with classic RPG game play for mobile, Tunnels & Trolls Adventures is ﬁlled with
tough decisions, devious traps, and monstrous encounters where the risks are only rivaled
by the rewards. Roll your stats, choose your kindred and begin your legendary adventures.
It plays a lot like the classic T&T solos except now there are sound effects and the dice
rolling is built right into the game. At this point MetaArcade has released 20 different solo
adventures and more are released every few weeks.
The T&T Phone app has been a big hit with those that are familiar with T&T and those that
are not. And Flying Buffalo has deﬁnitely seen a spike in sales since the release of the app
and because the game is available in many countries all over the world, there has also been
increased interest in publishing the T&T rules and solos in other languages. Right now a
Spanish edition of T&T is being translated and another team is working on a Portuguese
edition. There is already recent French, Japanese and Polish editions of Tunnels & Trolls
available in Europe and Asia. And the trend sees no sign of letting up.

Industry Talk

Flying Buffalo is working hard to keep up with the demand and recently ran out of the
second printing of the rules. They are now reprinting the hardback edition for rerelease.
They also have an expanding line of solo and GM adventures, the most recent being the
T&T Adventures Japan book. Next up with be a new gm adventure and additional updated
reprints of some of the classic solos, including Sewers of Oblivion, Elven Lords and Uncle
Ugly’s Underground.
Yes, Tunnels & Trolls is in the midst of a world-wide rebirth. T&T’s easy to understand rules
and encouragement of creativity in play, lends itself well to today’s gamers.
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